The Keypad Transmitters provide control of four groups of SimpleWorx receivers anywhere in your home or office. Each group can have one or multiple receivers. Each group of receivers can have one or multiple devices.

The KPT4 is a wall mounted controller, that conveniently connects to your home’s existing electrical system through a standard single gang electrical box for simple installation without additional wiring. The DKT4 Desktop version plugs into any standard electrical outlet.

Once programmed – press a button on each device and they are linked – simply tap a button to turn its group on or off. The keypad communicates to the group of SimpleWorx devices associated with that button and they react by turning their lights on/off as programmed. Each button has its own red LED to show you of the group status.

SimpleWorx features a rock solid proved technology, Simple Powerline Communication (SPC) which provides reliable one-way control using the 120v wiring that is already in your home. Compare that to other technologies: Installation of hardwired systems is often complicated and costly, and RF systems have distance and programming issues. SimpleWorx makes a lot of sense and offers an efficient solution and reliable device control.

One, two, three you’re done!

FEATURES

• Capable of controlling four groups of SWX devices
• Each group may have one or more receivers
• Super simple button press set-up
• No computers, no programming, no configuration
• Remote On/Off from anywhere in a home
• LED status of group
• Built for Professional Use
• Ambient Operating temperature -40°F to +140°F
• Safety tested for USA and Canada to ETL tested to UL-508-2010 CSA C22.2 #14-2010
• 5 Year Warranty
• Money Back Guarantee if not Satisfied
• Designed and Made in the USA

APPLICATIONS

• Landscape Lighting Transformers
• Pond/Pool Pumps
• Security Lights
• Fans
• Small Appliances
• Window Air Conditioners
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